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Improving the indigenous innovation ability and building an 
innovation-oriented country is the core for the state development strategy, and 
also is the key to enhancing the comprehensive national strength as well. 
Therefore, scholars at home and abroad all value very to innovation and 
indigenous innovation. 
This article makes a further study of the innovation and indigenous 
innovation’s connotation and measure on the basic of domestic and foreign 
research achievements.  It is divided into three chapters.  
Chapter one, innovation and indigenous innovation: the focused problem 
in the academic field. After summarizing the latest basic research results, the 
article makes a across-the-broad summarization and hackles on the focused 
problem of innovation and indigenous innovation; it points out that disputes 
concerning the area, connotation, measure of indigenous innovation have 
been existing in the academic field. 
Chapter two, the historical evolution and definition of the innovation 
connotation. Take Schumpeter's innovation connotation as the start-point, and 
straighten out the  development sequence of innovation connotation, then On 
this basis, it makes a discrimination and definition to the innovation 
connotation, pointing out that, “we are able to make a new definition to the 
innovation on the level of “philosophy”  “information” and “daily life”. From the 
level of philosophy, since the basic structure or essential attribute of things go 
towards favorable direction, the process or result can be taken as 
innovation( called innovative philosophy); from the level of knowledge, the 
process or result of opening up the unknowing or quotidian phenomenon 
before the research is innovation (innovation knowledge); from the level of 
daily life, innovation is the effort or result which our human beings make 
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innovation). Innovation life and knowledge can be easily seen in our daily life 
while innovation philosophy does not often appear for innovation philosophy 
means revolution. 
Chapter three, the connotation and measure of indigenous innovation. 
After the full comparison and detailed analysis on the domestic academic fields, 
it re-defines the connotation of indigenous innovation, pointing out that “the 
so-called indigenous innovation, is taking independence as the basic 
characteristic, and taking regional and procedure as important characteristic 
innovation.” Then the article further analyses on the three essential characters: 
subjectivity regionalism procedure. On this basis， indigenous innovation 
measure system is created which uses the research and development and 
service, industrialization and environmental impact as first grade indexes.  
This article innovative points lie in: first, it re-defines the connotation of the 
innovation and the indigenous innovation from the whole; second, it sets up 
the indigenous innovation measure system which has the universality. 
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泽民 2002 年 11 月在党的十六大报告中提出这个著名论断之后，创新便成为振兴




























































                                                        
① 张凤,何传启.国家创新系统[M].北京:高等教育出版社,1999:80—81. 
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